
City of Shelton - Bid #42-15: Extension of Constitution Blvd West

Request for Information Log

Date Recvd Submitted by RFI # Question Response

10/22/2021
Construct 

Connect

001 Is there is any estimate value/start date and Plan Holder’s List available?

The project estimate will not be issued. The 

anticipated start date is March 2022. A Plan 

Holder's List may be available from the City of 

Shelton Purchasing Agent.

10/26/2021 CJ Fucci 002

We have a couple concerns I would like to address for this project. The first issue is that 

the bid unit quantities for the HMA S1.0 and the S0.5 are both the same even though the 

typical sections show a total of 10” thickness of HMA S1.0 and a total of 4” thickness of 

HMA S0.5. The second is that the typical sections shows they want 4” of HMA S1.0 

placed in two equal lifts. This mix design can not be place any less than 3” a lift.

See the revised Bid Form included in Addendum 

No.6

10/26/2021 CJ Fucci 003

In reviewing the contract documents I could not find any information on the type and 

limits of any insurance requirements the Town requires for this project. Can you provide 

what the requirements will be, along with any Standard Conditions not included in the 

project Manual, but would apply to working in Shelton.

To Be Determined in Addendum No.7.

In accordance with Specification Article 4, Section 4.1 we have the below questions 

regarding the bid documents:
 Contract time is listed as 360 Calendar Days in the Bid form. Does this contract time 

only apply to the Phase 1 Base Bid?

005

Considering the amount of work to be performed, the limited access as you essentially 

have to excavate the entire road in up station sequence to gain access due to the large 

cuts, and the coordination with multiple utility companies for their underground 

construction which must be installed before the road can be completed can the contract 

time be extended as this type of project would typically take significantly longer than 360 

Calendar Days? 

The 360 calendar days are for Phase 1 only. 

Phase 2 will have an additional 180 calendar 

days. See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6.

006

The specification contains a “Notice to Contractor – Excess Excavated Materials 

Management” on page 63 of the Project Manual that requires excess materials will be 

deposited on the Mas property where shown on the Site Preparation Plan and only 

hauled off if approved by the City in writing. Given the sequence of construction required 

for this road where you have to essentially build your way in from Bridgeport Ave with 

very limited to no access otherwise due to the depth of cuts and the amount of materials 

that will need to be excavated prior to gaining access to these locations this does not 

appear feasible. The Main stockpile areas shown are at Sta 24+00 +/- and you would 

have excavated over 75,000 CY of material by the time you gained access to this area. 

In addition the road cut in this area is approx. 25-30’ deep making access to the 

surrounding property very difficult. Can the contractor haul away the excess material if it 

is more feasible and cost effective?

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 

The 360 calendar days are for Phase 1 only. 

Phase 2 will have an additional 180 calendar 

days. See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6.

10/27/2021 JJ Brennan

004



City of Shelton - Bid #42-15: Extension of Constitution Blvd West

Request for Information Log

Date Recvd Submitted by RFI # Question Response

007 Can you provide the budget for phase 1 and phase 2 for bonding purposes? The project budget will not be issued.
008 Will site grading plans for proposed contours be provided for the bid? No
009  Can CAD drawings be provided for quantity takeoffs? CAD files will not be issued.

010
The manual specifies 365 days for phase 1. What is the duration for phase 2, another 

365 days?

The 360 calendar days are for Phase 1 only. 

Phase 2 will have an additional 180 calendar 

days. See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6.

011
Will a site specific Health and Safety Plan (HASP) be required for environmental issues 

at the site and if so is there any environmental borings, testing or data available. 
No site specific HASP is necessary.

012 Is there a geotechnical report available for bedrock types and ground water levels?

No geotechnical investigation was performed. 

The Contractor shall use existing information 

available to assess rock quality, including the 

exposed rock face on Bridgeport Avenue along 

the proposed work area limits.

Item # 0202119A Rock excavation

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 
Is third party vibration monitoring by the owner?

014

The specification indicates a 4’ x 4’ drill pattern maximum, this is very conservative for 

the amount of blasting and the size of the areas and will cause the cost to be higher than 

necessary, can this be increased. 

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 

015
The specification says only stick powder to be used, this will cause the cost to be higher 

than necessary, can bagged ANFO and or a blasting agent slurry truck be used also?

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 

016

The specification indicates a presplit for the exposed rock face to be left after the mass 

rock removal, typically there is a unit price per square foot (sf) of presplit rock face. Can 

this unit price be added to the bid units?

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 

10/28/2021 Mather Corp.

013



City of Shelton - Bid #42-15: Extension of Constitution Blvd West

Request for Information Log

Date Recvd Submitted by RFI # Question Response

Item No 0202119A - Rock Excavation (Controlled Blasting)

 'Codes, Permits and Regulations,' second sentence refers to the Town of Wilton..?

018

General Blasting Procedures.' This section refers to all of the work to be performed in the 

Town of Wilton, the first and third paragraphs specifically refer to work to be performed in 

that town and is not applicable to this project.

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 

019

General Blasting Procedures.' The third paragraph of this section, second sentence 

states.. "No free flowing, pourable or pumpable explosives shall be used." this restriction 

should not apply to this project, we are working in a quarry type invironment, not in a 

typical road construction project. We request that his sentence be removed and that 'free 

flowing, pourable or pumpable explosive be allowed to be used for this work.

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 

020

Test Blasting', the second sentence states .."A 50ft long test section shall be conducted 

at an area where rock cut height is at least 30'. The only area where rock is 30' high is 

located between stations 20+0 and 24+0 which are located substantially into the project 

and is not feasible. We request you consider this requirement and designate a more 

accessible area to perform the test blasting.

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 

Bridgeport Ave Cross Sections, Stations 204+0 and 204+50: These cross sections are 

not included in the drawings, there is a note on sheet XCS-03 that states “See 

Intersection Grading Sheet” for these sections. The grading sheet is not included in the 

bid documents

See revised Plans included in Addendum No.6.

Detention Basin No 1, Sheet DRN-1. There are two notes that state .., “See Enlarged 

Plan – Dwg #SB-1 for Details and Inverts.” Sheet SB-1 is not included in the bid 

documents
See revised Plans included in Addendum No.6.

022

Excavation Bid Quantities: The cross sections for both Constitution Boulevard West and 

Black Hills Road continue through the common intersection at 15+55.39 and 103+29.74. 

There are no station limits or match lines, thus it appears that the quantities of both 

Constitution Bouldvard West and Blacks Hill Road may be included in the summary 

quantity. Furnishing an Intersection Grading Plan for this area would be helpful in 

calculating the quantities in the intersection.

See revised cross sections issued in Addendum 

No.6.

Intersection Grading Plans will not be issued.

023

Notice to Contractor – Utility Work. This notice directs the Contractor to excavate earth 

and rock-in-trench for the Utility Companies and then to provide bedding and backfill of 

the trenches. How do we get paid for this work, there are no bid items for the utility 

work??

This work will be paid under Item 0205003A - 

Tranch Excavation 0'-10' Deep and Item 

#0205092A - Coordination and Backfilling for 

Utility Installation.

024

There appears to be driveway reconstruction required for 2 homes at stations 100+60 

and 102+00 on Blacks Hill Road.  Please clarify what work is required, and which items it 

shall be paid under

See revised Plans and Bid Form issued in 

Addendum No.6

025
Shall a concrete endwall be installed on the 12” RCP at station 18+00 left within the 

segmental block wall?
No

026 Will precast concrete be allowed for the standard endwalls & headwalls? Yes, precast concrete will be allowed.

027

The headwall at station 29+00 right says concrete headwall, however it appears to be 

drawn as a segmental block wall.  Confirm if this wall shall be concrete or segmental 

block.  If concrete, provide details for the wall and footing.

This will be a segemental block wall, paid under 

Item #0601446A Embankment Wall (Site No.2)

028 Which item will the headwall at 29+00 right be paid under? Item 0601446A Embankment Wall (Site No.2)

029

Will the 5’ diameter manhole with weir at station 29+00 right be paid as a manhole or 

under the hydrodynamic separator item?

The manhole will be paid for under Item 

0586501.5 Manhole (5' Daimeter) - 0'-10' Deep. 

See revised Bid Form included in Addendum 

No.6.

030
Will the old pool and concrete patio at the Krivensky property be removed under the 

separate demolition contract?

The Krivensky property will be demolished prior 

to the project construction.

11/1/2021 J. Iapaluccio

021

017
See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 

11/1/2021 Richards Corp



City of Shelton - Bid #42-15: Extension of Constitution Blvd West

Request for Information Log

Date Recvd Submitted by RFI # Question Response

With regards to the paving.  There’s no way the S1 and S0.5 qty’s can be the same on 

Phase 1.  There’s 6” of HMA S1 on Bridgeport Ave and 4” on Constitution Ave.  It’s not a 

big deal I just want to make sure I didn’t miss something.  Please confirm.

See revised plans and Bid Form issued in 

Addendum No.6

PHASE 1   MY QTY    BID QTY     DIFF

HMA S1     2,212             2,050           162

HMA .5      2,370             2,050           329

PHASE 2   MY QTY    BID QTY     DIFF

HMA S1     1,967             2,100         (133)

HMA .5      1,967             2,100         (133)

032

With regards to the blasting specification for the exposed rock faces - The idea of face 

profiling is great for quarries but impractical for Construction jobs that rely on rapid 

production. To profile you have to clean the face, stop production while profiling, and wait 

to process the data, then Load the shot. Add bore tracking and the lost time is even 

greater. The way to avoid this is to shoot into the muck pile which will hold the face in 

place. Using mats to cover a 30 foot vertical face is impossible to the point of being 

impractical and not safe. Bore tracking is great for deep holes but in my experience you 

don't get much drift if any in the first 30 feet so using that technique on this job does not 

seem to be warranted. As long as the desired face is achieved will this still be required?

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6. 

033
Will the bid date be extended, some more time would be greatly appreciated?

The bid date has been extended to Wednesday, 

December 8th.

11/2/2021 Richards Corp 034
Should the clearing and grubbing of the soil staging and stockpile areas shown on Sheet 

No. 100 be included in the base bid or the alternate?

See revissed Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No. 6

11/2/2021 J. Iapaluccio 035 Is the office trailer (large) going to be occupied by ConnDOT inspector(s)? The spec 

requirements for CTDOT trailers include a number of extras such as large printers, etc.

The project will be managed by the municipallity. 

CTDOT will not be occupying the field office.

036

Bid Item 0586001.1 Type C Catch Basis, 0-10' deep. The catch basin located at station 

29+0 right side is 10.4' high. Please provide a unit price item for type C CB over 10' 

deep.

See revised Bid Form included in Addendum 

No.6.

Bid Item 0586500.1 Manhole - 0-10' deep.  There are three manholes that are over 10' 

deep: 

Station 207-68, ROW right side, h = 13.5' +

Station 36+30, left side, h = 17.6' +

Station 17+80, right side, h=10.5' +

Please provide a unit price item for Manhole over 10' deep

11/3/2021 Richards Corp 038

The drawings call for the sewer main to be 12” PVC however the item #1401245A is 

called “12” Ductile Iron pipe Sanitary Sewer”.  Please clarify which type of pipe is to be 

used.

See revised Bid Form included in Addendum 

No.6.

Mather Corp

J. Iapaluccio11/3/2021

11/2/2021

037
See revised Bid Form included in Addendum 

No.6.

031



City of Shelton - Bid #42-15: Extension of Constitution Blvd West

Request for Information Log

Date Recvd Submitted by RFI # Question Response

039
Has the rock been tested for harness and abrasion, were looking for confirmation that the 

rock will be able to be used onsite for various aggerate products

No geotechnical investigation was performed. 

The Contractor shall use existing information 

available to assess rock quality, including the 

exposed rock face on Bridgeport Avenue along 

the proposed work area limits.
040 Is the cad file available for us to check the cut/fill qtys CAD files will not be issued.
041 What is the project start date, I only see 365 day duration Anticipated start date is March 2022

042

We assume the 365 day duration is for phase I base bid only, if phase II is selected what 

would the new duration be

The 360 calendar days are for Phase 1 only. 

Phase 2 will have an additional 180 calendar 

days. See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6.

043
Is there any allowance for material escalation for phase II (except HMA) There is no allowance for material escalation.

044

Is there any provision if material becomes unavailable during the project duration or for 

phase II
No

045

Is phase I going to be turned over to the city while phase II construction is in progress, or 

will both phases be completed with the roadway closed to traffic

The Phase 1 roadway will be accessible to a 

limited number of users during Phase 2 

construction.

046

Who owns the excess rock after it is excavated, if the contractor owns the are we able to 

process the rock and sell

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6.  Revised NTC - Excess 

Excavated Materials Management. 

047 How long are we able to keep the rock onsite in the staging areas As needed during the duration of the contract.
048 Has there been any analytical soil testing performed No

049
Can you please clearly identify the clearing limits for each phase

The clearing limits are 10' outside of the slope 

limits shown on the roadway plans.

050

Sheet No. 49 (DRN-1) storm detention basing site 1 calls our DWG#SB-1, where can we 

find this drawing in the bid documents
See revised Plans included in Addendum No.6.

051
Is there any permits or fees that need to be included from the City of Shelton 

To be determined. If permit fees are required, 

they will be paid for as extra work.

052

Is there any permits or fees that need to be included from CTDOT, is the DOT permit 

already obtained

The Contractor will be required to obtain an 

encroachment permit from the District. See 

revised Special Provisions included in Addendum 

No.6.

053

Is there any permits or fees that need to be included from the utility providers (water, 

electric, cable, etc.)

To be determined. If permit fees are required, 

they will be paid for as extra work.

054

Refer to sheet 48, 99&100, Can you resend the site prep plans to include the station 

numbers, it appears that sheet No. 48 & 100 access path keeps going to the west, what 

is the extent of this path as it relates to this project

See revised Plans included in Addendum No.6.

055

Sheet 65 calls out bypass pumping, what is the peak flow rates for the waterway to be 

pumped, or could a larger dia. pipe be installed in lieu of pumping

The Contractor shall provide a Water Handling 

Plan at the time of construction.

056

Can shot rock be left in place under the roadway, if we plan to overblast blast utility 

inverts for the width of the roadway

Overblast materials within the roadway limits 

shall be removed.

057

Sheet 28 calls out details for water service, but we don’t see a pay item for water 

services 
There are no water services in the project. 

11/3/2021
Gerber 

Construction
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058

Please remove the specification requirement under the “Production Blasting Procedures” 

that blast hole spacing shall be no greater than 4 ft. This will increase the cost and 

duration of the project drastically and allows limited flexibility in blasting patterns to 

maximize breakage of the rock. The pattern size should only be limited by the blaster’s 

ability to effectively break the rock, maintain ground vibrations below specified limits, and 

provide a suitable pre-split face.

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6..

059

Please remove the specification requirement under the “General Blasting Procedures” 

section stating that blasthole diameter is limited to 3” diameter holes. At a minimum, we 

are requesting that the maximum blasthole size be increased to 4” diameter. For work of 

this nature, blastholes of 3.5” and 4” would typically be used for production blasting. 

Increasing the hole diameter allows for larger blast patterns, better daily production in the 

volume of rock that can be blasted in each shot, and can provide better breakage of the 

rock. Increases in the daily production will result in an overall cost and time savings for 

the project. The blast hole diameter and related charge weight should only be limited by 

the blaster’s ability to maintain ground vibrations below the criteria specified at 

neighboring structures and provide a suitable presplit face.

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6..

060

Please allow for the use of free-flowing explosives such as ANFO or bulk emulsion for 

production blasting. The nature of the blasting supports the use of these types of 

explosives. Prepackaged and cartridge type explosives are significantly more expensive 

than free-flowing type explosives and will generate an increased cost for the project. The 

blaster’s explosives selection should only be limited by the blaster’s ability to maintain 

ground vibrations below the specified limits.

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6..

061

The Rock Excavation (Controlled Blasting) specifications call for a test blast to be 

performed in an area with a minimum cut depth of 30 ft. By starting blasting in potentially 

the deepest cut on the project, there will be limited relief for the blast and could result in a 

flyrock event or exceedances in the ground vibration restrictions. If the blasters method 

of blasting is not effective, this will create larger areas of presplit face that will need to be 

remediated later in the project. We would recommend that the test blasting be performed 

in an area of shallower cuts (10-15 ft maximum) or in an area agreed to in the field.

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6..

062

There are several reputable contractors in Connecticut that provide preblast condition 

survey services, however, they do not have technicians who are licensed engineers. Will 

the Engineer consider approving a preblast survey contractor that does not have a 

licensed engineer performing the physical survey, provided they can provide resumes 

showing their technicians have applicable experience in performing such work?

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6.

063
Please confirm, presplitting costs will be incidental to the mass rock unit price. If not, 

please provide a separate bid item for presplit face.
See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6..

064

Please reconsider the requirements for “Rock Slope Profile and Borehole Deviation 

Measurement”. Laser profiling and borehole deviation surveys are primarily only used 

when performing open face trim cut or quarry type blasting and will add unnecessary 

costs to the blasting. Our recommendation would be to remove the laser profiling 

requirement and reduce the borehold deviation surveys to presplit holes only to ensure 

that the blaster's drilling methods will provide an acceptable ledge face profile.

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6.

11/3/2021 Richards Corp 065
Item #1202024 calls for 3 – 12” butterfly valves.  There are none shown on the plans, 

please clarify where these go.
See revised Plans included in Addendum No.6.

11/3/2021
MD Drilling & 

Blasting
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066 What is the anticipated NTP? Anticipated start March 2022.

067 What is the contract time of the project if the add alternate is chosen?

The 360 calendar days are for Phase 1 only. 

Phase 2 will have an additional 180 calendar 

days. See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6.

068
Drawing DRN-5 shows what seems to be a customized concrete headwall with wingwalls 

but no details can be found. Please provide.
See revised Plans included in Addendum No.6.

069

Drawings DRN-4 and DRN-5 do not show the limits of the drainage structures to be 

included in the LS bid item for the stormwater detention ponds. Clarify which drainage 

items are to be included in the LS pay item versus which ones are part of the unit price 

pay items. 

Drainage structures (ea.) and pipe (lf) will not be 

included in the lump sum but will be measured 

and paid for separately. The lump sum items 

includes all of the earthwork, stone vegetation, 

maintenenace etc.

070

Notice to contractor – Excess excavated materials management indicates that “excess or 

unsuitable materials to be deposited on the MAS property”. Introduction to technical 

specifications – General states that “upon completion of the project all excess materials 

shall be removed and disposed”. Please confirm if the excess of excavation is to be left 

on the MAS property or must be disposed of at the end of the project. If the materials 

have to be left at the MAS property, has a calculation been done to confirm there is 

enough space?

See revised Special Provisions included in 

Addendum No.6.

071 Item 0653100 location of existing culvert not seen on drawings. Please clarify.

Clean Existing Culvert 12"-42" has been 

removed, see revised Bid Form included in 

Addendum No.6.

072
Drawings DRN-1, DRN-2 and DRN-3 show some concrete enwalls at the end of RCPs. Is 

this included in the unit price for each RCP type?

Concrete endwalls will be paid under Item 

0506001 Concrete for Steps and Copings.

073

There is no pay item to remove the existing road sections on Bridgeport avenue and 

Blacks hill Rd. Where is the removal being paid for? Please provide detail of existing 

sections to be removed.

Item 0202000 Earth Excavation has been added, 

see revised Bid Form included in Addendum 

No.6.

074 Bid item 1001001 Trenching and backfill cannot be found on the drawings. Please clarify.

Item 1001001 Trenching and Backfill is for the 

work asssociated with installing 2" RMC for the 

traffic signal modifications.

075

Aquirion typically requires the work to be performed by an approved subcontractor of 

theirs and thus the installation of the watermain is typically not part of the scope of work 

for bidders. Clarify if an approved subcontractor must be used (and if so we suggest 

using an allowance bid item) or if bidders are allowed to self-perform this work.

Bidders will be allowed to self perform the work if 

they obtain Aquarion approval.

076 Given the amount of questions, please consider extending the bid due date by 2 weeks.
The bid date has been extended to Wednesday, 

December 8th.

11/3/2021
Loueiro 

Contractors
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077

Item 0205092A about who digs for catv, tele, and elect manholes. Spec says nothing, no 

details?

Item 0205003A Trench Excavation 0'-10' Deep  

covers the trench excavation by the Contractor 

for the installation of the gas, electrical and 

telecom utility contractor.

078

With regards to utility backfill – with the job primarily consisting of bedrock, should there 

be a pay item for crushed trench backfill between the bedding and finish subgrade?

The backfill from pipe bedding to subgrade is 

included in Item #0205092A -Coordination and 

Backfilling for Utility Installation. See revised 

Special Provision included in Addendum No.6.

079

With regards to the surplus material – will this material be placed or stockpiled as blasted 

rock from the mass excavation? 

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6.

080
A. Are there any maximum stone size requirements?

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6.

081
B. At the surplus disposal area are there any lift thickness or compaction requirements or 

will it just be end dumped and graded off?

There are no thickness or compaction 

requirements. See revised Special Provision 

included in Addendum No.6.

082
C. Will we be required to crush the blasted rock before placing in the surplus area? 

See revised Special Provision included in 

Addendum No.6.

083

Bid Item 0651885 12" High Density Polyethylene Pipe (Smooth Interior). This item is 

listed in the proposal form, however, I cannot find it on the Contract Drawings. Please 

advise.
The 12" HDPE Pipe is calle dout on EC-1

084

The Notice to Contractors - Utility Work. We are responsible to drill and blast, excavate, 

install bedding and backfill, however there are no details provided to allow the contractor 

to be able to calculate the associated quantities. The details on sheet 6 do not provide 

the size or number of conduits that will be installed in the trenches or the depth from the 

finished grade to the top of the duct bank required by the utility. Plese provide the 

required details.

See revised Plans included in Addendum No.6.

11/3/2021 J. Iapaluccio

11/3/2021 Mather Corp
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11/3/2021 J. Iapaluccio 085

Please disregard RFI #1 on the attached sheet, we found the item on the erosion control 

drawings. (Item #1 = Bid Item 0651885 12" High Density Polyethylene Pipe (Smooth 

Interior).This item is listed in the proposal form, however, I cannot find it on the Contract 

Drawings. Please advise.) Yes

11/3/2021 MD & B 086
Please provide geotechnical reports, test boring logs, or test pit logs used to generate 

the earth and rock excavation quantities on the bid form

No geotechnical investigation was performed. 

The Contractor shall use existing information 

available to assess rock quality, including the 

exposed rock face on Bridgeport Avenue along 

the proposed work area limits.

11/3/2021 Richards Corp. 087

There is a discrepancy between the epoxy item number and the description. The item 

numbers of 1210101 & 1210102 are for standard epoxy with glass beads. The 

description notes “Type I Epoxy” which is grooved epoxy with a ceramic bead (which is 

item 1210110A & 12101011A). Which is correct?

Item 1210101 and Item 1210102 shall be used 

for the epoxy resin pavement markings, see 

revised Bid Form included in Addendum No.6.

11/3/2021 CJ Fucci 088

We are respectfully  requesting extension of this bid as the upcoming addendum will not 

be issued until the closing of the workday on Friday November 5. Since the bid date is on 

November 10th, this leaves only two workdays to review the addendum, notify our lower 

tier subcontractors of any changes, and respond to any other issues as a result of the 

addendum. Clearly this is not in the best interest of the town in obtaining the best pricing 

from qualified contractors in competitive bidding. Please advise ASAP as to your decision 

on whether we can submit a bid.

The bid date has been extended to Wednesday, 

December 8th.

11/3/2021
Fay & Wright 

Excavating
089

Would you have a list of the site contractor that took plans to bid the project? I am an 

owner of a large portable rock crushing company and would like to provide pricing to all 

bidders if they are interested in our service for your project.

This information may be available from the City 

of Shelton Purchasing Agent.

11/4/2021
Guerrera 

Construction
090

There is a discrepancy between the epoxy item number and the description. The item 

numbers of 1210101 & 1210102 are for standard epoxy with glass beads. The 

description notes “Type I Epoxy” which is grooved epoxy with a ceramic bead (which is 

item 1210110A & 12101011A). Which do they want?

Item 1210101 and Item 1210102 shall be used 

for the epoxy resin pavement markings, see 

revised Bid Form included in Addendum No.6.

RFIs Received After 4:00 p.m. on 3 November 2021


